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In a recent paper [7], James proves two theorems on the decomposition 
numbers for the general linear groups and, working within the context of 
Green’s monograph [5], derives properties of the decomposition numbers for 
the symmetric groups. This note grew out of an attempt to formulate, for 
arbitrary reductive groups, these theorems of James. We prove a natural 
result on decomposition numbers for reductive groups from which James’s 
theorems are deduced. The result (the Theorem of Section 2) is the analogue 
of Jantzen’s Satz 1.18 of [8] on decomposition numbers for representations 
of complex semisimple Lie algebras (also proved independently by Deodhar). 
Very little direct use of [5] is made though some of the ideas are cribbed 
from that source as one may see by comparing the properties of the functor 
FA in Section 2 with Green’s treatment (see Section 6.2 of [S]) of eSe theory 
(S a ring, e an idempotent). 
1. NOTATION 
Our basic reference for algebraic groups is [6]. Unfortunately, for our 
purposes, the chapter on representation theory deals with semisimple rather 
that reductive groups. It would be inappropriate in a paper of this size to 
make the necessary modifications and therefore we must, when treating the 
representation theory of reductive groups, refer to the corresponding result 
for semisimple groups and leave the reader to till in the details. 
Let G be an aftine algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k, H 
a closed subgroup of G and V a rational H module. We denote by 
Map(G, V) the k-space of maps f: G + V such that f(G) lies in some finite 
dimensional subspace, say U, of V (actually we only use this construction 
for finite dimensional V) and the map f: G + U is a morphism of varieties. 
Following Cline, Parshall and Scott, [3], we define the induced module 
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Indg(V) to be the space of those f in Map(G, V) such thatf(hg) = hf(g) for 
all h E H, g E G. The action of G on Indg( V) is given by (xf)( g) =f( gx) 
for fE Indg( V), x, g E G. 
Now let G be a (connected) reductive, affme algebraic group over k. Let T 
be a maximal torus and X the set of algebraic group morphisms from T to 
k* (the multiplicative group of the field)--we regard X as an additive 
abelian group in the obvious manner. If V is any rational T module, then 
(see Section 16.4 of [6]) h w ere V’ = (v E V: tu = J(I) ~1 for all t E T). An 
element 1 of X is called a weight of V if V’ # 0. We form the integral group 
ring ZX of X. This has a b basis (e(n): 1 E X) and elements of the basis 
multiply according to the rule e(J) e(n’) = e(1 + A’). For a finite dimensional 
rational T module V we define the character ch V of V by 
ch I’= x?- (dim, v”) e(A) 
.lYX 
-an element of ZX. 
Let @ be te set of roots (that is, the set of non-zero weights of the adjoint 
action of T on the Lie algebra Lie(G) of G, see Section 16.4 of [6]). For 
a E @ we denote by U, the associated root subgroup (see Section 26.3 of 
[6]). We choose an isomorphism x, : k+ + U, of algebraic groups (where 
k+ denotes the additive group of the field regarded as the one dimensional 
unipotent group) such that tx,(a) t- ’ = x,(a(t) a) for all t E T, a E k. 
If V is a rational module for the subgroup TV, of G and u E V-l for some 
1 E X then there exists uniquely determined elements (vi: i > O} (almost all 
zero) of V such that 
x,(a) 1’ = u + y ail+ for all (I E k, 
i>O 
(1.1) 
moreover vi E V’ +ia for each i > 0 (see Section 27.2 of [6]). 
We denote by W the Weyl group N,(T)/T of G. For a E @ we let T, be 
the identity component of the kernel of a. Now the centraliser G, = C,(T,) 
is reductive group of semisimple rank one (Sections 24.3 and 26.2 of [6]) so 
that the Weyl group NG,(T)/T has order 2 (Section 25.3 of [6]). We let n, 
be an element of NF,(T) which does not lie in T and let s, be the element 
n, T of W. 
Conjugation induces an action of W on T and hence on X. This action 
extends to an R-linear action on E = R @z X. We choose a positive definite, 
bilinear, symmetric W-invariant real form ( , ) on E. Then (see 
Sections 27.1 and 27.2 of [6]) (0, ( , ) ID, @) is a root system, where D is 
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the R-span of @ (identified with a subset of E). Now let B be a Bore1 
subgroup of G containing T, let @- be the set of non-zero weights of Lie(B) 
under the adjoint action of T and let @ ’ = (--(x 1 GL E @ - }. Then @ + is a 
system of positive roots, we denote by A the corresponding base for the root 
system @. 
NOW let J2 be a subset of A. We let W, be the subgroup of W generated 
by (s, : a E Q}. Then Pa = BW,B (see Section 30.1 of [6]) is a parabolic 
subgroup of G. Let CT’ denote the unipotent radical of P, ; then UR is 
generated by (U, : a E @ - \@o} see Section 30.2 of [6]), where 
on = @ ~7 EJ2. We denote by G, the Levi factor described in Section 30.2 of 
[6], that is, the subgroup of G generated by T together with {U, : 01 E Qn}. 
Let B, = B n Go-a Bore1 subgroup of G,. For ,I E X we denote also by A 
the one dimensional rational B, module on which U, acts trivially 
(a E @- n an) and T acts with weight A. We denote by Y,(J) the induced 
module Ind,G;@). Then Y,(1) is non-zero if and only if ,I E X,, where 
X, = (A E X 1 (I, cr”) > 0 for all u E Q(2) and, for cr’E @, a” = 2a/(ar, a). 
Moreover, for A E X,, the socle, say La(l), of Y,(I) is simple and 
(L,(~):~EXat is a full set of simple rational G, modules (see 
Sections 31.3 and 31.4 of 161). There is a partial ordering <o on X: we write 
p Gn 1 if J -,u is a sum of elements of R. We may also write simply < for 
&. For A E X, we have dim, L.(A).’ = 1 and ,I >,u for any weight ,u of 
La(J). It is not diffkult to deduce that finite dimensional rational G,, 
modules have the same composition factors (and multiplicities) if and only if 
they have the same character. When R = A we may simply write Y(1) for 
Y,(A) and L(1) for L,(A). 
The induced module Y,(J) is finite dimensional and its character An(J) is 
given, in the quotient ring of SX, by Weyl’s character formula 
x,(l) =A,(A +Pn)/~n@n)- (1.2) 
where pa is half the sum of the positive roots lying in Gn and, for r E X, 
A,(r) = CW,A.” E(W) e(n~r) (E(W) being the determinant of the action of u’ on 
E). A proof of Weyl’s character formula for reductive groups which avoids 
change of characteristic arguments and uses Kempfs Vanishing Theorem 
can be found in [4]. It follows from (1.2) (and also from the properties of 
induction) that dim, Y,(A),’ = 1 and ,u <q L for any weight ,U of Y,(J). 
2. THE THEOREM 
Let V be a rational T module and r E X. We define F,(V) = Ceezn I@+‘. 
LEMMA. Suppose V is a rational TU” module and M is a T invariant 
subspace of F,( V). Then M is equal to F,(kUaM). 
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Proof. Replacing V by V @ --5 and M by M @ -r (recall that we regard 
--5 as a one dimensional B, and therefore U’T, module) we see that it is 
enough to prove the lemma with r = 0. Let F = F, and let 9’; be the set of 
elements of X expressible in the form 8, - 8, with 8, E 702, 19~ > 0 and 
8, @ ZR. We define V, to be the sum of the weight spaces V” of V with 
tl E YD. Since lJn is generated by ( (I, : a E @ - \Qn } we obtain, from (1.1) 
that M + V, is TU’ invariant. Thus we have 
F(kU’M) < F(M + V,) = M. 
The reverse inclusion is trivial so that M = F(kU’M), as required. 
Now if V is a rational G module one sees from (1.1) that F,(V) is 
invariant under the subgroup of G generated by T and { CJa : a E Qn}, that is, 
G,. Thus F,(V) is a G, submodule of V. For a morphism v/: V-, V’ of 
rational G modules we denote by F,(v): F,(V) -+ F,( I”) the map obtained by 
restricting the domain and codomain of IC/. Thus we have an exact functor F, 
from the category of rational G modules to the category of rational G, 
modules. 
PROPOSITION. ’ Suppose that 1 and p are elements of X, and 12~. Then 
we have 
F,LOI) =LnOl) if /I-,uEEPR 
=o otherwise. 
Proof: Suppose that F,L(u) is not zero. Then there is some weight v of 
Lb) of the form A - r, r E Zf2. However, any weight of L(p), in particular 1’ 
hastheform~-~withB~O.Thus1-~=~-~but~-~~Oandclear1y 
this can only be so if 0 E ZR. Hence A -,u E ZR and we have shown that 
F.&L(u) = 0 for A -,u 4 ZQ. 
It remains to show that, for A -,u E Z0, F,,L@) is isomorphic to L,(D). 
Certainly F,, = F,, in this case so we must show that F,L(p) = La(u) for 
PEX,. Let 0 # v EL@)“, we first show that F,L@) is a cyclic kB, 
module generated by ~1. Let H be the subgroup of G generated by 
(U, : a E @+ }. It follows from the density of BH in the Zariski topoloy on G 
(see Section 28.5 of [6]) that kGv is the k-span of BHv. Moreover, by the 
choice of v and (1. l), Hv = v so that L(u) = kBv. Now let M = kB, v, by 
(1.1) this is a T invariant subspace of F, L(p). However L(p) = kBv = 
kU”B, v = kURM so by the lemma F, L(u) < M. Thus we have shown that 
F, L(u) = M is generated as a kB, module by v. 
Suppose that N is a non-zero G, submodule of F,L(u). Then, again by 
the density of BH, L(p) = kGN is equal to the k-span of BHN. Since v is a 
vector of maxima1 weight we must have, by (l.l), that v belongs to the k- 
’ This result was also observed by S. D. Smith, J. Algebra 75 (1982), 286-289. 
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span of HN. Now H is the semidirect product of J and K where J is the 
subgroup generated by { U, : a E Qn n @ + } and K is the subgroup generated 
by (U,:aE@+\@,}. Since N is Go, and hence J, stable we obtain that t’ 
belongs to the k-span of KN. However, by the argument of the proof of the 
lemma (replacing UR by K) we have F,(kKN) = N and so u E N. We have 
already shown that u generates F,Lw) as a kB, module hence N = F, L(p) 
and F,,L(p) is simple. Since ,D is the unique highest weight of F,L(,u) we 
have F,L(,u) is isomorphic to L,,(U) as required. 
We have now dealt with the effect of F., (A E X,) on one of the 
ingredients, namely, L(p), of the theorem below-we now look at its effect 
on Y(1). If V is a finite dimensional rational G module then clearly 
ch F-, V =J1 ch V, where J, : ZX -+ ZX is the B-linear map such that J1(e(s)) 
is e(r) if 1 - r E .ZQ and zero otherwise. Now the multiplicity of an element 
r E X as a weight of Y(A) is given by Kostant’s theorem as 
y E(W) P(w(l + p) - r - P). 
I,, E If- 
where P is Kostant’s partition function (see Proposition 1, no 3, Section 9. 
Chap. VIII of [l] for a deduction of Kostant’s Theorem from Weyl’s 
character formula). However, it is an exercise in Weyl groups to show that if 
A-sEHQ and w(A+p)-r--p>O, then we W,. It follows that 
“Lf,x@) =x,(n). 
We now give a sketch proof of this exercise. We have iu(A + p) - r - p = 
(A - r) - (A - ~1) - @ - WY) > 0. However, since A and p are dominant, 
1 > M?A, p > up and it follows that A - r > 0, 1 - WA E ZB, p - wp E HR. Let 
S, be the set of positive roots a such that )va < 0. Then 
where ju = @ + \w(@ + \S,). Since 2@ - rtp) E LR we obtain wS,, c LR. 
However we now claim 
ws ,,, c ZR implies that MI E W, 
which will complete the proof of the exercise. The claim is proved by 
induction on the length /(w) of a shortest expression of rr as a product of 
simple reflections. The length I(,v) is also equal to IS,,.]. If I(w) = 0, then 
w = 1 which certainly belongs to W,. Now suppose that f(w) > 0 and the 
claim is true for elements of length Z(w) - 1. We write w = s, w, for some 
a E A and it’, E W with I(rzl,) = f(nl) - 1. Then S, = S,, U {w;‘a} and SO 
MLS,,,=S,M~,S,,.,U(-a}. Hence aEl2 and so MJ~S,,,,~S,MJS,~EQ. Thus 
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u’,S,,,, C_ Zf2 and since I(w,) = I(w) - 1, ~1, E W, and so up= s, M’, belongs 
to W, as required. 
Remark. In [4] we conjecture that, for 1 E X4, the restriction of Y(A) to 
P, has an ascending filtration of submodules such that each successive 
quotient has the form Y,(U) for some p E X,. We prove this to be the case 
when the root system of G involves no component of type F,. E,, E, or E,. 
It follows from this conjecture and the above discussion that F, Y(A) is 
isomorphic to Y,(l). We do not need to pursue this here since we are only 
interested in composition multiplicities and therefore character theoretic 
information is sufficient for our purposes. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of the paper. 
THEOREM. Suppose that I, and p are elements of X, and 1 -p belongs to 
ZR for some subset R of A. Then the multiplicity [Y(l): L(u)] of L(u) as a G 
composition factor of Y(L) is equal to the multiplicity [Y,(l): La(u)] of 
L,(u) as a G, composition factor of Y,(l). 
Proof If L(r) is a composition factor of Y(1). then in particular r is a 
weight of Y(J) and so r <L. Thus we have 
ch Y(1) =x(A) = r [Y(l): L(r)] ch L(t). 
rS.l 
TEX, 
Applyingf, to both sides we obtain, by the proposition and the discussion 
preceding the theorem, 
xn@) = s [Y(A): L(r)1 ch L,(r). rsn.1 rEXA 
Ifp 4 1, then both [Y(A): L(u)] and [Yn(l): La(p)] are zero. If, on the other 
hand, p <A, then since 1 -,u E ZQ we have ,D Gn 1 and so [Y(A): L(p)] is 
equal to [Y,(2): La(p)] by the above equation. In both cases the conclusion 
of the theorem is satisfied. 
Notice that if, for r E X, (r, a”) = 0 for all a E A, then by Weyl’s 
character formula, Y(r) is one dimensional. Let u be a non-zero element of 
Y(r). Suppose that 1 E X,. We let o: Y(r) 0 Y(A)+ Y(r + A) be the k-map 
such that for f E Y(1) = Indg(A) and x E G, 
v(u @f)(x) = a(x)f (x)9 
where g: G + k* is the representation defined by Y(r). It is easy to verify 
that a, is a monomorphism of G modules. However, by Weyl’s character 
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formula ch( Y(r) 0 Y(A)) = ch Y(r + A) and hence dim, Y(r) @ Y(A) = 
dim, Y(r + A). We have shown that 
fp: Y(r) IFI Y(A) + Y(r + A) (2.1) 
is an isomorphism of G modules. 
If M is a submodule of Y(r) @ L(1), then M = Y(r) @ N where 
N = (z E L(A) 1 u @ z E M}. However N is a submodule of L(A) and L(A) is 
simple. Thus N = 0 or L(A) and M = 0 or Y(r) 0 L(1). Hence Y(r) @ L(L) is 
a simple module of highest weight r + 1 and so 
Y(r) 0 W) is isomorphic to L(r + A). (2.2) 
COROLLARY. Suppose that A, II’, ,u, ,u’ belong to X, , ,I- ,u = L’ - ,u’ E 
.ZL? for some subset 52 of A and (1, a’) = (,I’, a’) for all a E R. Then we 
have [Y(L): L(p)] = [ Y(L’): Lf,u’)]. 
Proof By the theorem [Y(A): L(U)] is equal to [Y,(A): Lo@)] and 
[Y(A’): LQ’)] is equal to [Yo@‘): Lo(,u’)], so replacing G by Go we may 
assume that 0 = A, that is, (A, a”) = (A’, a”) for all a EA. Now let 
r=A’-A. We have 
Now by (2.1) 
ch Y(A) = ‘C [Y(A): L(r)] ch L(r). 
5E.yJ 
(2.3) 
e(r) ch Y(A) = ch Y(r) ch Y(A) = ch Y(r + A) = ch Y(1’) 
and by (2.2) 
e(r) ch L(r) = ch Y(r) @ L(r) = ch L(r + 0. 
Thus, multiplying (2.3) by e(r), we obtain 
ch Y(1’) = x [Y(A): L(t)] ch L(t + r). 
SEXA 
Hence we have [Y(A): L(r)] = [Y(A’): L(r + r)] for any rE X,, putting 
r = P gives the result. 
3. JAMES'S THEOREMS 
For 52 &A we denote by s, the longest element of the Weyl group W, of 
Go, that is, so is the element of W, such that so(a) < 0 for all a E LI. We 
denote by i, : X-+X the map such that in(k) = - s,(A) and also its S-linear 
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extension ZX+ ZX. Since p is the unique highest weight of Lo@) (,u E X,), 
S,(U) is the unique smallest weight and La@)* z Lo(io@)) where, for a G, 
module V, V* denotes the dual module Horn, (V, k). Now by an easy 
character calculation, we see that [Y,(A): Ln@)] = [Y,(A)*: Ln&)*] is 
equal to lYdi,(~)): L&AP))I. 
Now let G = GL,(k), let T be the subgroup of matrices which have zero 
off the diagonal and let B be the subgroup of those matrices which have zero 
above the diagonal. Define ei : T + k * (1 < i ,< n) to be the map which picks 
out the non-zero entry on the ith row. Then (ei: i = 1,2,..., n) is a free H- 
basis for X and, defining (ei. ej) = di,j-the Kronecker delta-gives a W- 
invariant, positive definite, bilinear, symmetric form on E = R On X. The 
base A for the root system (determined as in Section 1 by B) is {E, - E*, 
E2 - E3 ,..., E, - * - hl- We represent A = xi aiei E X by the n-tuple 
(a, 3 a, 1..., a,) and we see that IEX, if and only if u,>u,>-..>a,,. The 
Weyl group S, just acts on X by permuting the si with sA taking ei to .enmi. 
Thus we have i,(u,, aI ,..., a,) = (-an, -a, -,,..., -a,) and, if Q = 
j&2 -&3,...,&,-, - EnI, 
&(a, 1 a,,..., a,) = (a, 7 --a,, -n,-,,..., -4. 
For an infinite field K and an n-tuple A = (a, ,..., a,) with 
u,>u,>.*- a, 2 0 there is defined a KGL,(K) module V,\.K. The module 
V .4.K is finite dimensional and has a unique simple quotient denoted by LAS,. 
Letting 1 vary we obtain a full set of simple polynomial representations of 
GL,(K) (see ISI). 
THEOREM 1 (James [7]). Let K be an injinite field. Suppose that 
/I = (a, ,..., a,), P = (6, v..., b,) with u,>u,...>u,>O, b,>b,> aa. > 
b,>O, u,+u,+~~~+u,,=6,+6,+~~~+6, and u,=b,. Then the com- 
position multiplicity [ V.,,, : LvaK] is equal to the composition 
[ V.,., : Lv,K] where I= (a?, u3 ,..., a,, 0) and ,ti = (b,, b, ,..., b,, 0). 
multiplicity 
ProoJ For 1 and P fixed the composition multiplicity (V.,,, : Lu,Kj is the 
same for all infinite fields of the same characteristic (see Remark (i), 
Section 3.5 of [5 1) so we may, and do, take K to be algebraically closed. 
Now the character of VAaK is given by Weyl’s character formula (see [2] and 
Section 5.2 of [5]), so V.lsK and Y(A) have the same character, and therefore 
the same composition multiplicities. Moreover, LU,K is a simple rational 
module of highest weight ,U and so LwsK is isomorphic to L(p). Thus we have 
iv&K: L~,KI = [y(n):Lb)l (3-l) 
and, of course, 
[ ‘.r,K : LrTeK] = [Y(I): LQi)]. (3.2) 
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Now by the hypotheses h-p E ER where R = (ez--E,, Ed- E,,.... 
E +, -E,} so by the Theorem of Section 2 [Y(A): Lb)] is equal to 
[ Y,@):Lo@)] and, by the Corollary of Section 2, this is [ Yc,(k’):L&‘)] 
where i’ = (0, LIZ,..., a,) and ,D’ = (0, b?...., b,). However [ Y,(,I’): L&U’)] = 
1 Yn(i,(A’)): Ln(int,u’))] so we have shown 
[Y(A): L(u)] = [ Y,(O, -a,, -a,- ,,..., -al): L,(O, -6, ,..., -b,)]. (3.3) 
Now [Y(l): L(U)] is equal to [ Y(i4(1)): L(i,@))] which, by the Theorem of 
Section 2, is [ YQ(iA(x)): L.(i,(ji))]. We have shown 
[Y(I): L(C)] = [ Y,(O, -a,,, -a,_, ,... . -aJ: L,(O, -b,, -b+, ,..., -b,)]. (3.4) 
Putting together (3.1~(3.4) we obtain 
as required. 
THEOREM 2 (James 171). Suppose that K is an infinire field. Let 
A = (a,, a, ,.,., a,,), P = (b, , b, ,..., b,) be n-tuples with a,>a,>...>a,,>O, 
b,>b,>...>b,>O, a, +a, + ... +a,=b,+bz+...+b,, a, # 0, 
a ,+,=O,b,#Oandb,+,=O.LetA’=(a,-l,..., a,-l,a,+ ,,..., a,)and 
,u’ = (b, - l,..., b, - 1, b m + , ,..., b,). Then the composition multiplicities 
I Y1.K : LKI and IYts.K : bK 1 as GL,(K) modules are equal. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 1, it is enough to prove that (for K 
algebraically closed) [Y(A): L(u)] = [ Y(A’): L(,u’)]. Let 0 = (E, - eZ, 
E? - Ej,.... E,-, - E,,,}. The result follows immediately from the Corollary of 
Section 2. 
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